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Abstract. Tappetina is a fairy tale about mentoring, social innovation
and technology. A set of projects have been developed around the Tappetina concept. These include science workshops, and multimedia experiences such as website, videos, illustrations, new stories, games . These
projects are all connected in an ecosystem of art, science, and research
expressions.
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Introduction

Tappetina offers an as an artistic experience around an ecosystem of works.
This ecosystem is formed under the novel of “The Little Doormaid: Tappetina”
[3]. This story is authored by me. When I was asked why I wrote this story, I
answered that I hoped it could inspire girls who read it to be more interested
in technology [7]. The story would not only try to combat stereotypes of girls
in tech, but also create an emotional impact that creates interest in and even
romanticizes technological concepts. In essence, Tappetina aims to build enthusiasm in kids to tech, and is thus used in IT workshops for learning IT and
programming. The ecosystem that came out of this is an initiative to encourage nuanced views of people. It is formed under to combat the stigma surround
women entering male-associated fields such as technology.
The novel has inspired several actors who have cooperated to produce science
workshops, and multimedia experiences such as website, videos, illustrations,
new stories, games .
Purpose of this document is to identify and validate the main Tappetina
concepts. These are some of the concepts.
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Super hero
Passion
Importance of feelings
Save the world
Girls
Technology and Innovation
Self confidence
Teen agers?
story telling
Which are the most important?
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The fairy tale

Fig. 1. Books in five different languages, Italian is the original one.

Tappetina is a normal woman with children and everyday problems. At the
same time, she is Doory Mentor, a superhero who helps other individuals to
succeed with their technology projects. There are four main characters in the
story: the Little Doormaid, Doory Mentor, Sissi and Iva Aggressi. Each character
has a unique per-sonality and role to play in the story. As an everyday mother,
Tappetina (the Little Doormaid) is drawn between everyday duties on the one
hand, and, on the other, her role as Doory Mentor in a battle to save the world
from a great threat. The Little Doormaid, she has low self-esteem in all areas
of her life beyond taking care of chil-dren and preparing good dinners. Together
with the other neighborhood doormat women, Tappetina spends much of her
time talking behind everyones back. Doory Mentor, on the other hand, is a
strong and clear-headed superhero with ambitions and vision. As an enemy of
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harmful social status quos for women, Doory Mentor sometimes finds herself an
adversary of the doormat women themselves. The doormat women do not know
that The Little Doormaid and Doory Mentor are one and the same person. In the
fairy tale, we follow Doory Mentor on her mission to protect an algorithm that
can save the world from garbage. However, as is required in superhero stories, our
superhero must have a nemesis. Doory Mentors nemesis is the threatening Iva
Agressi, who wants to steal and destroy the algorithm and hurt Sissi. Sissi is the
clever and hard working researcher and mum who has developed the anti-garbage
algorithm. Doory Mentor flies over northern Italy on her electronic flying mat to
prevent Iva Agressis plan, but she is stopped by a phone call. Will Doory Mentor
find a balance between her domestic responsibilities and her determination to
save world? The narrative is expressed using language that creates a play-ful
and visual experience of people and events. The reader is taken into an exciting
fantasy universe with characters that do wonderful things. Yet there are many
paral-lels to the real world. Many people -young and old- share the everyday
dream of being an extraordinary person. In the real world, video games are
an increasingly common and important leisure activity in which players can
fulfill that dream. In a way, this is true for the Little Doormaid as well. The
themes of technology, escapism and self-direction in the story make this fairy
tale well suited to the video game format. At the conclusion of the tale, the
fictional universe contains many unresolved missions for the heroine. The fairy
tale available in several languages at https://tappetina.com/games-and-more/
There are the following story telling challenges
– how to improve the text in the different languages:
– how to develop new Tappetina stories.
– which characteristics identify a Tappetina story?
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The website

The website www.tappetina.com functions as a collector for the other subsystems
and a platform to recruit to our events.
On the main page there is
The primary results are a set of books in several languages about technology,
innovation and mentoring. Tappetina wants to be a super hero who helps other
individuals to succeed with their technology projects.The main challenges are
gender equality and quality of education.
Tappetina runs workshops hackatlons that contribute to solve societal challenges through the power of ICT and professional network. The main target
groups are teenagers. There are the following challenges
– how to improve the website?
– how to validate it?
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The illustrations

The illustrations were originally taken from https://www.deviantart.com/snarkies
and later they were commissioned to an artist. Moreover there are the illustrations made for the video.

Fig. 2. Illustrations by Irene
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Fig. 3. Illustrations in the printed book

There are the following design/artistic challenges:
– how to choose a set of existing Tappetina illustrations;
– how to develop new Tappetina illustrations.
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The video

The video is available at https://tinyurl.com/ybksf6dm The project has been
developed by a group of students [1] and aims to encourage teenagers to study
computer science and promote the contribution of women in computer science
by advertising the female character Tappetina. The group have developed an
animation video to support the character and the concept of women in science
in general. The video will be used to promote the concept and increase the
recognition of Tappetina. The team decided on developing an animation video
since the video enables us to use social media and increases the possibility of the
recognition of the concept. By promoting the character in social media via the
video, the project intend to attract more people to study computer science. The
project is designed as an innovative solution proposed for the challenge to accomplish the goal 4 and 5 described in UN Sustainable Development Goals. The
proposed solution is expected to promote gender equality in computer science
and increase the involvement of women from different parts of the world to the
field. Consequently, customers need is analyzed also and the team challenges are
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reflected upon in order to develop a project. The results exposed in this report
culminate with a user testing research and report to understand the feasibility
of the proposal with a specific target audience.
There are the following design/artistic challenges around the video:
– how to share;
– how to evaluate.
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The Game

We have developed 2 games: Tappetina Stories and Tappetina Empathy.
6.1

Tappetina Stories

Tappetina Stories about Inventions is available on Google Play and APPSTORE
and the code for both android and IOS available at Tappetina’s web site.

Fig. 4. Tappetina Stories Game

6.2

Tappetina Empathy

This design of the Tappetina Empathy game begun with the possible goal of
translating or interpreting this story of the novel into a digital game. Since then,
this project has evolved into being a collaborative storytelling platform. Using
the exploits of the novel’s protagonists, Tappetina, the novel is determined on
inspiring confidence and self-reliance. Tappetina continues on into this project,
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where she serves as the game’s mascot, all while guiding the players along to tell
their story.

.png

.png
Fig. 5. Tappetina Empathy Game (v1)
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Fig. 6. Tappetina Empathy Game (v2)

The development has been guided by two main questions:

1. RQ1: What categories, concepts and potential learning impacts exist to design a serious educational game?
2. RQ2: How can a collaborative storytelling game make an impact on one’s
empathic ability?

Tappetina Empathy places around 3-5 players in a group, each with a smartphone. The goal is to build and present a story to each other. This is done by
making use of story cues that the game gives them (see figure 7].
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Fig. 7. Play session with Tappetina Empathy.

There are two versions of the game, v1 and v2.
The main difference between v1 and v2 of Tappetina’s Empathy is that in
the events (clue / StoryTag/ or building blocks) of the story: In v1, the game
tells you what happens every time. You fill in details. In v2 you have to find the
whole story yourself. All you know is a feeling (positive or negative) that you
have to base the event on.
When playing the game, it is important that players understand that they
must say what they see on their screen so that everyone gets what they have
chosen and so they are presented with the story. And remember that the game
is essentially a prototype that is made to be demonstrated once. If you want
people to be able to play it many times without getting bored, it might need
some more / better events and grades.
Challenges
– how to save, analyze, make sense of the stories that are developed?

7
7.1

The Events
Tappetina workshop Autumn 2017

In a two-day workshop [5] at a library in Trondheim, Norway, girls between the
age of 12 and 15 were invited to code and be creative during Fall break. The
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Fig. 8. Invitations to the Events: Autumn 2017 (left), Winter 2018 (right)

workshop was in collaboration with the library. The workshop was conducted
for approximately 9.5 hours including lunch, and the focus of this workshop was
to introduce girls to the field of Computer Science, with a character called Tappetina from the book Little Doormaid. Tappetina is a rather ordinary woman
with children and everyday problems, but she is
also Doory Mentor, a superhero who helps people to succeed with their technology projects [3]. Tappetina spends time being self-conscious, while the superhero
part of her is strong and clear-headed, as well as ambitious and visionary. [3]
plays with language to create a playful and visual experience of people and
events, with characters who do powerful things. The story appeals especially to
girls who are known to be a minority in the field of Computer Science compared to boys [4] [2] [6] The girls would during their stay create a storyboard
on cardboards, and a game related to Tappetina saving the world from an environmental issue. In this workshop, two student assistants were available for
assistance if needed.
The first day consisted of the girls getting familiarized with Scratch and the
basics of it. The girls could bring own laptops from home, but they were also
able to use available laptops provided by NTNU or the library. In the beginning,
the girls did exercises in Scratch individually, and around midday, Jaccheri and
a student at NTNU presented the story of Tappetina to the participants. After
lunch, the student assistants divided the girls into three teams and presented
the concepts of storyboards, and why creating one was important. The student
assistants also demonstrated an example game in Scratch to show the girls what
could be done and started a discussion about environmental issues. After this,
the girls were told to create a storyboard for the game they wanted to create.
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One of the creative aspects of the Tappetina workshop was to create the storyboard in teams: The girls could choose between various materials for instance
scissors, pens, pencils, colors, and cardboards to design them. Figure 9 shows
how the girls were working on their cardboards.

Fig. 9. Tappetina participants working on their storyboard

On the second day, the teams continued to work on their storyboards. After
this, each team presented their product and game concepts in front of fellow
participants and student assistants. The remaining time of the workshop was
used to create the games in Scratch, and at the end of the day, the girls held a
presentation about their games and played the other teams’ games.
7.2

Workshop Games, culture and science for boys and girl

A set of research projects were presented to teenagers.
– NOVELICA (by Nobumitsu Shikine Japan) is a game to make people forget
their negative feelings on mathematics.
– Leo con Lula (Javier Gomez Escribano Spain) is a game that facilitates
learning of reading skills for those with disabilities.
– UMI-Sci-Ed (Monica Divitini and Simone Mora Italy) (Exploiting Ubiquitous Computing, Mobile Computing and the Internet of Things to promote
Science Education) is a Horizon 2020 project, which aims at enhancing the
attractiveness of science education and careers for young people (14-16 year
olds) via the use of latest technologies
– Ark4 (Alexandra Angeletaki Greece) is a digital heritage library of games
and quizzes that allow young students to learn while they play. Our games
have subjects as archaeology, history, botany, literature, war history and are
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produced in three languages. Ark4 is exploring new ways to approach culture and heritage re-using digital content from the Cultural Heritage sector,
mainly deriving from Gunnerus.no or Europeana and other libraries to reach
a wider audience through knowledge games
– Sindre Berntsen Skars Tappetinas Empathy is a game about exploring everyday stories and problems together. Players collaborate on telling a narrative
that resembles modern social situations with the aim of playing with empathy and fantasy. The end goal is the same as the original Tappetina story:
to learn about humans, social roles, and personal motivations
– An installation by Irene Dominguez Spain, Norway to stimulate curiosity
about science, innovation, and empathy
The event was run with 35 participants.
– how to connect the different research projects in the ecosystem?
7.3

Tappetina Game session Spring 2018

The goal of the Tappetina Empathy Game is twofold: we want to establish a
Playground for positive Storytelling and we want to increase Understanding
of emotions. The game is a prototype developed by Master student Sindre B.
Skaraas. The research is developed and carried out by Letizia Jaccheri, Javier
Gomez, and Kshitij Sharma. For the April trial, in total 58 persons have played
the game. The age range is from 20 to 64. 35 male and 23 female participated.
26 persons are from Norway, the remaining from 23 different countries in Asia,
Africa, Europa, America. A total of 17 stories has been produced.
We use the Toronto Empathy Questionnaire to build our inquiry process
about empathy and storytelling. We have run a usability study by running a SUS
Questionnaire to seek the help of players to improve the game. Your suggestions
indicate that the usability of the system is around the average, but we have a
lot of improving possibilities, such as provide a better view of the whole story
by removing the scrolling, include icons/emojis, change the typography/color
scheme and solve network issues to reduce the lag and timeout errors.
We also looked into the data we collected from the players of Tappetina
empathy and there were some interesting results:
There is no difference in the empathy quotient of men and women. There is
a small but significant difference of empathy quotient of people from different
age groups. Older participants showed lower empathy quotients than the younger
participants. The game did not reduce the empathy quotient of the players (there
is a high positive and significant correlation of 0.70 between pre- and post- game
empathy quotient), however, it also did not improve it. One reason for this could
be the limited interaction time with the game and the fellow players. Finally,
we used machine learning algorithms (Support vector machines, Random Forest,
k-nearest neighbour, and Artificial neural network) on the audio data collected
during the game to predict each players empathy quotient. The results, from the
best machine learning model, show that using the audio data we could predict
the empathy quotient with an accuracy of close to 10
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Further work

There will be four master students who will work in year 2018-2019 with theses
related to Tappetina. It is important to give an answer to some of the questions
above to shape and facilitate their work.
8.1

Thesis - Studying the relation between empathy levels and the
storytelling gameplay

Tappetinas empathy mobile game provides a framework to study the relation
between empathy levels and storytelling gameplay. In this project, the idea is to
study how different variables affect the game outcome, for example:
– User engagement and story quality related to the number of turns and their
emotion (positive, neutral, negative)
– Fixed personalities (use the three personalities as an independent variable)
– Different team size
– Variations on the story by changing the emotions provided by the game as
cues
In terms of HCI research this could contribute to an intermediate level knowledge
(guidelines, strong concept, or design patterns)
8.2

Thesis - Tappetina and Blockchain

The Little Doormaid is a fairy tale around which a set of workshops, books,
and computer games have been developed. Tappetina is a super hero who helps
other people to succeed with their innovation project. In this work the goal
is to explore Blockchain Technology and develop a way of explaining the main
concepts and the main innovations around it by help of an interactive experience.
The practical goal of this project is to develop and test a prototype in the
Tappetina ecosystem of an interactive experience that conveys the message of the
fairy tale. Development encompasses the choices of which technology and which
hardware and software to develop and use. The scientific goal of this work is to
produce 1) a state of the art description of related efforts; 2) relevant research
questions; 3) evaluation of the produced artefact. This thesis is connected to the
IPIT (https://ipit.network/) project. There are possibilities to apply for grants
for spending time in China.
8.3

Thesis - The Little Doormaid - an interactive a fairy tale about
social innovation

The Little Doormaid is a fairy tale about social innovation. The practical goal of
this project is to develop and test a prototype of an interactive experience that
conveys the message of the fairy tale. Development encompasses the choices of
which technology and which hardware and software to use. The scientific goal of
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this work is to produce 1) a state of the art description of related efforts; 2) relevant research questions; 3) evaluation of the produced artefact. More information
here
This thesis is connected to the IPIT (https://ipit.network/) project. There
are possibilities to apply for grants for spending time in US at the University of
Michigan.
8.4

Thesis - Prevent Child Marriage

Abstract I wish to look at the possibilities of creating a mobile application for use
in countries where child marriage is still a widespread issue. The goal is that the
application will give kids in situations where they are forced into marriage, friend
and family, and organizations/groups in the area the information they need to
prevent child marriage. This includes explanations as to why child marriage is
a problem, the value of education, local laws, and how to contact organizations
or governmental institutions that might help them
Background The inspiration for this project came from Aftenpostens web series
Stuck1 , which looked at young girls around the world who had experienced sexual
harassment and forced marriage. After this I discovered the app Bandhan Tod,
which was launched in Indias Bihar province with the same goals as I mentioned
above. Bandhan Tod is a cooperative effort by multiple NGOs in the area, and
in the first three months after its launch they took care of 240 emergency calls
from girl who were about to be married against their will, and against the law.
In developing countries today, one out of five girls is married before the age
of 18. One out of nine before 15. Every year there are over 15 million child
marriages, all across the world. Implementation The application aims to provide
information on local laws, arguments that can be used to convince others not
to proceed with the marriage, opportunity to contact entities that can help
them, and ways of seeking assistance. Cooperation with local groups, NGOs and
charitable organizations will be a big focus as well, in order to get knowledge
about the area, provide support for the users, and informing the locals about the
application. Going global immediately is probably too big of a task, so to begin
the project will have to focus on a specific area and language. It is still important
at this point that the design and functionalities is modular enough to provide
ease of expansion at later points. Why I can see multiple points a Master Thesis
could focus on in this project 1. How to implement mobile applications that
provide information in circumstances like bad reception, low access to electricity,
and other possible problems in poorer areas of the world 2. How to communicate
information in a way that is understandable for people with low/no education
3. As this is a global issue, both laws, norms and language are important things
to think about in the design. Universal solutions are therefore important. 4.
Cooperating with local organizations, and how these can be contacted and kept
up-to-date as smooth as possible
1

https://www.aftenposten.no/verden/i/XJy8b/STUCK-ep-8-Wedding-Busters
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Method The practical goal of this project is to elicit requirements; develop; and
test in real settings a prototype in the ecosystem of an interactive experience.
Development encompasses the choices of which technology and which hardware and software to develop and use. Moreover, the candidate has to design real
testing settings in cooperation with relevant stakeholders. The scientific goal of
this work is to produce 1) a state of the art description of related efforts; 2)
relevant research questions; 3) evaluation of the produced artefact.
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ICT-enabled social innovation.
– Javier Gomez (PhD. from Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, Spain) is an
ERCIM “Alain Bensoussan” fellow at Department of Computer and Information Science, NTNU. His research interests include human–computer interaction, assistive technologies and serious games.
– Sindre B. Skaraas graduated from NTNU in 2018 with a Master thesis titled
Tappetina’s Empathy A Study of Serious Games Facilitating Empathy with
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